Reader’s Response Homework

Due: __________, __________

Name:__________________________________________ Date:________________

**Directions:**

1. Read one chapter (or at least 5 pages) of a book on your level.
2. Retell what happened by **paraphrasing**, putting in your own words, the most important parts.
   
   Use transition words like: first, next, then, finally
3. Include **at least 3** stop and jots from this chapter.
4. Make an **inference**, thought, about your main character. Be sure to include evidence.

1. **Title:**__________________________________________ Chapter/Pages
   
   **Read:**________

2. **Retell What Happened** *(use transition words: first, next, then, finally)*

   ____________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________
3. Include **at least** 3 stop and jots from your chapter:

4. Include an inference about your character. **Be sure to include evidence.**
Ex. I think Sara is mean because she pushed a little kid on the bus.

I think __________________________ is __________________________

because:


